
DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATIONS TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Innovative line of high quality thermoplastic reinforcements ·    Colour White

environmental friendly. ·    Firmness Soft

Its improved formula that incorporates the 100% of recycled ·    Composition : Thermoplastic material composed by 

pre-consumer polymers and its renewable source fabric,  a core of extruded recycled resins, laminated with cotton

minimizes environmental impact and Carbon footprint. in both sides.

All in all COTTON FORCE provides a very green, high quality 

and cost effective solution for reinforcement materials. * Besides the standard version (without adhesive), it is

possible be supplied in thermo-adhesive version, adding 

COTTON FORCE is specially designed to provide the leather PG adhesive in one or both sides. 

a soft and supple touch, making it ideal for leather goods PG adhesive guarantees a perfect adhesion in synthetic treated 

industry, more specifically for the manufacturing of bags, belts fabrics and in all types of leather (including oily leathers), using 

and wallets among others. temperatures from 100 to 120°C for approx.. 10 seconds.

It is usually used to give a better support and structure to the 

entire bag, being highly efficient applied in the major points of GRADE & GAUGE

stress of the bags, in order to make it resistant even to strong 

tractions. ·    COTTON FORCE 0,4 0,40 - 0,45 mm

·    COTTON FORCE 0,5 0,50 - 0,55 mm

·    COTTON FORCE 0,6 0,60 - 0,65 mm

·    COTTON FORCE 0,7 0,70 - 0,75 mm

·    COTTON FORCE 0,8 0,80 - 0,85 mm

FORM OF SUPPLY AND STORAGE

It comes in rolls of 50 lineal meters (available in other sizes).

(Rolls of 1,50 meters wide) 

Its improved formula, gives it great softness, and allows a Avoiding direct sun and extreme temperatures ( above

very high lightness of the material that leaves no marks 35 degrees or below 5 degrees), it can be stored up to one

and no creases on the surface. year from delivery date.

Its main characteristics are: ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

·    Composed of up to 85% recycled raw material ·   Can be cut in all  directions allowing optimum cutting 

·    Composed of 15-30% renewable source raw material yields. 

·    Material of high durability and excellent flexibility ·  Cutting can be carried out in multiple layers, the 

·    High dimensional stability and resistance to humidity amount of  layers being determined by the grade and 

·    Very high thermoforming capability cutting equipment designed.

·    Good abrasion resistance and easiness of skiving ·   Sticking conditions may vary according the type of upper.
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